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Broadcasting Policy and Juvenile Protection in Taiwan
?From the Problem of “the Spiritual Phenomenon Program”?
ABSTRACT
Media which had been subject to “Authoritarian” national censorship were liberated af-
ter martial law was lifted in July, 1987 and freedom of speech and expression came to be
secured gradually in Taiwan. Media circumstances have changed greatly, too. However,
one of the problems that Taiwan, where commercialization and the multi-channelization of
television are advanced, has faced the sudden increase of sexual and violent expression,
as well as the spiritual phenomenon program recently. In a word, the social problem of
how to defend children and boys from the accessible media of television has developed. It
can be said that the problem with the balance between securing liberty and maintaining
social order exists there. This paper tries to focus on juvenile protection in Taiwan as re-
flected in the broadcasting policy, and clarifies a legal framework and program policy of
broadcasting. Here, the incident involving the suicide of a boy in 1996 became an oppor-
tunity, and I want to consider the policy of the spiritual phenomenon program which be-
gan a big social discussion regarding freedom of broadcasting in Taiwan.
Key Words: Taiwan, Broadcasting policy, freedom of broadcasting
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